PLEASE READ—IMPORTANT INFORMATION

- Below is a list of many of the classes taught by the Marriott School that may be considered to satisfy elective requirements in the graduate programs. There may be other classes which are not listed here. Not all classes are offered in all semesters. This list is subject to change.
- If classes have the same name, even if their numbers are different, both may not be taken to satisfy program requirements (this is considered a repeat of the same class).
- The same class may not be used to fulfill two separate requirements.
- Courses outside of the Marriott School may be considered to satisfy an elective requirement. The course must be a graduate-level course that is applicable to your degree and/or career. A short memo to the SOA Executive Committee describing the class, its relevance to the degree, and requesting approval is required. The petition should be submitted to 560 TNRB.
- Course descriptions may be found in the course catalog on BYU’s Website. When selecting a class, be sure the prerequisites have been met.
- If you have questions or need clarification, please check with the Academic Advisor in 560 TNRB.

ACCOUNTING
ACC 555  Data Communications & Security
ACC 556  Database Analysis & Design
ACC 557  Management Consulting & Projects
ACC 599R Academic Internship: Accounting

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
BUS M 430 Intro to International Business
BUS M 596R Business Language

FINANCE
FIN 418 Financial Planning (same class as MBA 620)

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
IS 515 Spreadsheets for Business Analysis
IS 520 Spreadsheet Automation and Modeling (same class as MBA 614)

MBA
MBA 546 Human Resource Mgt Skills
MBA 614 Spreadsheet Automation (same class as IS 520)
MBA 620 Personal Financial Planning (same class as FIN 418)
MBA 621 Advanced Corporate Finance
MBA 622 Investments
MBA 623 Corporate Governance
MBA 624 Capital & Security Markets
MBA 626 Derivatives & Fixed Income
MBA 627 International Finance
MBA 661 Global Business Negotiations
MBA 686 Real Estate Analysis: Finance & Investment

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
ORG B 327 Human Resource Mgt
ORG B 347 Leadership